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Technical Annex 

 

In order to define the sample universe, that is, to identify tally sheets relevant for expert 
analysis, the team of handwriting experts decided to apply the following filters: 

a. Tally sheets on which the political party MAS obtained 90 percent or more of the votes. 
b. Tally sheets processed as part of the official count following the interruption of the 

TREP. 
c. Tally sheets entered directly into the official count without going through the TREP, and 

on which MAS obtained 77 percent or more of the votes.  

Once the sample universe was determined, a thorough examination of the compiled material was 
carried out.  By applying  weighted, expert elements, such as pressure, speed, writing boxes, 
proportions, lead-in strokes, and final traits repeated in different tally sheets at the same 
facility, it was sought to corroborate handwriting manipulations and adulterations in the 
completion of electoral tally sheets.  

Using a comparative handwriting analysis approach as a first step, handwritten inscriptions were 
examined for the purpose of establishing graphic exemplars and, on that basis, determining 
their origin. To carry out the study, the team relied on optical, lighting, and measuring 
instruments adapted to the circumstances. 

The initial stage of the analysis used tally sheets provided in digital format. However, where 
possible, the technical team sought to access original material for closer inspection of the initial 
findings. 

1. Tally sheets completed by the same person 

Of the 4,692 tally sheets analyzed, 226 instances were found in which 2 or more tally sheets 
from the same voting center were completed by the same person, denoting irregularities of 
interest to the experts and violations by voting table panel members. Under Article 64 of Law 
No. 018 of the Plurinational Electoral Body, the voting table panel is appointed  to “Perform the 
acts of opening and closing of the voting table, tally and count votes, and draw up the 
corresponding tally sheet.” 

This situation suggests a highly irregular procedure from an electoral point of view. The tally 
sheets in question correspond to 86 voting centers, from 47 municipalities in the country. In 
all, those tables accounted for 38,001 valid votes, of which MAS obtained 91%. 

To begin the analysis, an initial screening was done of the list of tally sheets processed in the official 
count after the interruption of the TREP, which produced a total of 5,581 tally sheets. To 
determine which of those tally sheets warranted expert examination, a new filter was applied 
that isolated the tally sheets on which MAS garnered 100% of the votes. In that way, a sample 
universe of 26 tally sheets was obtained for more in-depth study. Then the same initial universe 
was screened to isolate the tally sheets on which MAS obtained 99% of the votes, which yielded 
125 exemples. 
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60. Chuquisaca/Yamparaez/Yamparaez 
Tally sheet 11480 – 11481  
Table 1 – 2  
The same graphic movements can be observed in the same surnames, such as “YUCRA”; the 
spacing between letters is the same; unique form of the letter “Y.” 
Proportions of the surname “CHOQUE” and form of the letter “q.” 
Surname “ARANCIBIA,” spatial distribution, and writing box. 
 

Tally sheet 11480 Tally sheet 11481 
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Tally sheets 51391 - OBSERVATIONS 

 

 

Tally sheets 51392 - OBSERVATIONS 
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72. Potosí/Chayanta/Colquechaca 
Tally sheets 51174 to 51175   
Tables 1 and 2 
 

It can be seen that a similar handwriting was used to fill out these two tally sheets; the names 
on both tally sheets start towards the left above the box for the full name, using small, lower 
case print with a variable slant.  

- Surname ““Mamani” and first name “Jara” have similar formation. 
- “J” formed by an unbroken stroke with a curvilinear deviation on the vertical 

axis of the letter and above the right blocked loop.  
- The letter “y” is formed in two steps – the first stroke curves downward from 

left to right and the second stroke curves downward to finish to the left; most 
particular is that the two strokes are not fully connected.  

- The letter “S” is formed by two extended or flat curves – the top one toward the 
left, the other one at the bottom toward the right-- to finish the sharp curve.  

- The horizontal stroke of “4” is slightly curved and the left end forms a pointed 
angular joint.  

Tally sheet 51174 Tally sheet 51175 
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2. Comparison with duplicates, worksheets, and index lists 

These identified irregularities are repeated systematically in the towns of Potosí, 
Chuquisaca, Santa Cruz, and Cochabamba, most of them with the specific feature of having not 
been inspected by political party officials other than those from the ruling party. As a result, 
the hard copy versions wwere sought out to conduct a detailed study of some of the tally sheets 
and to cross check information with duplicate copies, worksheets, and index lists.  

The audit team was not able to delve fully into this analysis to do additional comparisons 
because part of the electoral material from the departments of Potosí, Chuquisaca, and Santa 
Cruz was burned, but it did obtain and analyze original material from the department of 
Cochabamba. Part of the audit team was deployed to the head office of the Cochabamba 
Departmental Electoral Tribunal on November 8 to examine the original versions of certain tally 
sheets and to check them against their respective copies and worksheets. The audit team 
analyzed paper tally sheets that were available at the time, as some of the ones requested had 
been sent to the Department of La Paz that morning. Questionable documents 35036, 35037, 
35098, 35104, and 35147 were requested along with all the other tally sheets coming from the 
polling centers where each was filled out. 

Tally sheet 35036 was analyzed first. Several irregularities emerged from the study: firstly, there 
were cases of the signatures of the polling officials on the original tally sheet not matching the 
signatures on the duplicate copy.In addition, there were situations wherein, although the tally 
sheets were signed by the same person, they were signed at different times, leading to the 
conclusion that there were two original signatures. Finally, there were forged signatures on the 
respective worksheets. Table 35036 only had votes for the MAS political party.  
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Duplicate copy  Original tally sheet 

 

To get a more detailed picture of the strokes of the signature copies, the NEGA ACPC 
software edge detection tool was used. Below are examples of the findings:  
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Duplicate copy Original tally sheet 

 

That study was done by running a comparison of each signature, in order to get better 
insights into each stroke of the signatures.  

 

Comparison of individual signatures 

 

Duplicate copy   Original tally sheet 

 

 

• From the first column of both sheets, we can distinguish that both the copy and original 
have two flourishes.  The top one touches the capital letter and starts with an upward curved 
movement, while the rest is concave. In other words, the end rises, whereas in the original it is 
convex. 
• The copy shows two upper through lines whereas the original has three – two of them 
eyelet-shaped; in the copies they are closed. 
• The signature box tilts upward in the copy but is horizontal in the original. 
• The end of the signature in the copy has a “d” likeness that is not in the original. 
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• The second column shows: In the copy, the end of the semi-curved lower flourish rises 
without touching the small script; in the original it ends downward crossing over the 
signature. 

• The second upper through line begins with a U-like movement and the stroke runs 
inside. This is not in the original. 

• The lower-case portions do not match. 
  
Duplicate copy   Original tally sheet 

 

 

• In the first column of both, the upper flourish in the copy begins with a flattened oval 
in the upper left area and has a rounded end; in the original it begins with a precise ovoid figure 
that is wider and has a hooked end. 
• The letter “E” likeness inside an unsteady oval that does not touch the upper flourish; 
in the original the letter "E" likeness joined to the oval on the left is narrower and touches the 
upper flourish. 
• The lower flourish begins after the above-mentioned oval and passes over the lower-
case part of the signature; in the original it begins before the oval and does not touch the 
signature. 
• The last movement resembling the letter "V" is less pressed and the upward formation 
of the figure is straight. It is narrower in the original and the upward movement lacks ink, is not 
straight, and has a little curvature. 
• A letter "M" likeness is seen in the middle, with the vertices the same height and a 
curved angle in the middle section; in the original the first vertex is lower and the middle section 
is angular. 
• Second column: In the copy, the upper flourish starts with an open oval with a small 
hook at the end; but in the original it begins with an oval-shaped figure with a double turn that 
forms an inner eyelet that is wider and with a straighter and shorter end. 
• The letter “E” likeness inside a shaky oval that does not touch the upper flourish; in the 
original, the letter "E" likeness joined to the oval on the left is narrower and touches the upper 
flourish. 
• In the copy, from the letter "E" of the lower stroke the oval containing it begins to form 
straight up to the right while the original curve starts and rises from right to left forming the 
oval and passes underneath it to start the lower case part. 
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• The lower flourish begins after the above-mentioned oval and passes over the lower 
case part of the signature; in the original it begins before the oval and does not touch the 
signature. 
• Less pressure on last movement of the letter "V" likeness and the downward movement 
of the letter is curved; in the original begins with an upward movement and then goes down. 
• A letter "M" likeness is seen in the middle, with the vertices at the same height and a 
small stroke above; in the original the first vertex is higher and the middle section curves and 
the upper stroke is long. 
 
Duplicate copy   Original tally sheet 

 

 

• First column: Capital letter "L" with blocked out hole, joined to the following letter , the 
short, lower flourish without touching the lowercase part. In the original, the capital letter has 
a buttonhole, detached body, the letter "r" is clearly seen, the lower flourish is longer and 
touches the signature. 
• Second column: Capital letter joined, "o" likeness open at the top right section, smaller 
first movement of "n" likeness and “d” like "l" has eyelet and is high. In the original, detached 
capital letter with hole blocked, “o” likeness closed and angled; d with top through line lower 
than in the copy and hole is narrower. 
 
Duplicate copy Original tally sheet 

 

 
• First column: The original has a double stroke above, in the upper right section, which 
is missing from the copy. It falls between the "s" and an "i" likeness but in the copy it comes 
after the "i". 
• Capital “e” with longer link. 
• The stroke passing from the surrounding flourish below it is further separated from the 
signature. 
• Second column: The signature is attached to the top line and has no strokes on it. In 
original it is in the middle area of the space for signature and outlines are seen above. 
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Known signature of  on presiding officer’s worksheet - No. 35036 

 

 

Questionable signatures are shaky because they are not spontaneous and try to imitate 
shapes, lack of pressure observed below other strokes with clearer tone. Authentic signatures 
are more fluent and more compact.  

a. Unsteady surrounding movement, less pressure, the letter "E" likeness detached from 
the edge, authentic signature is executed from the inside out, connecting the lowercase 
part; in the questionable signature this is a separate movement. 

b. The authentic signatures have a firm and precise upper flourish, with oval movement, 
touching the signature and is closed. In the questionable signatures it lacks pressure 
and precision, is far from the signature, is added afterwards and longer. The initial oval 
is smaller in size and more rounded, and in one of the signatures it is open in the lower 
right section. 

c. The strokes of the letter "l" likeness are imprecise, more rounded, and higher than the 
authentic ones, which are sharper and firmer.  

d. Bottom flourish in questionable signature scratches out the lower body, whereas in the 
authentic one, it is below the signature. 

e. The letter "M" likeness in the signatures begins and end with strokes, whereas in the 
authentic signatures these strokes are superimposed; the height of the peaks in the 
questionable signatures stay the same, whereas in the authentic signatures they are 
unequal in height. 

f. Letter formation does not match formation of the authentic signatures. 
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• In the originals the top through strokes do not match in either quantity or form; in the 
copy the vertices are angled and rounded, in the originals there is a space but in the 
copies they are joined. 

• At the start of the signatures there is an "s" likeness that is unrelated in shape and size; 
on the original the first one is small and the second bigger, but on the copy it is bigger 
in dimension. 

• In both copies the flourish runs from right to left but does not in the original. 
 
Signature 2:  

• Starts in the middle section, but in the top section in the copy. The first top through line 
is curved and narrow but angled on the copy and the middle zone is more ostentatious. 

• The bottom through line or jamb of the letter "g" has an eyelet while in the copy it is 
blocked. 

• The second top through line has the first formation almost inside the second; they are 
separated in the copy. 

 

Signature 3: 

• The first signature on the originals is smaller than the second; on the copies both are 
larger in size. 

• They are placed in the lower middle section; in the copies in the upper middle section 
of the space for signature and fingerprint. 

• The upper flourish begins with a loop; this movement is not in the copies. 
• The well-defined letter "m" is faint in the copies, the final strokes do not match the 

copies; the originals have curved movements, while the copies have straight ones. 
 

Signature 5: 

• The name is written on the tally sheet as SANTSA and as SANTUSA on the copy. 
• The flourish of the first original signature is ovoid and the lowercase part on the copy is 

a semi-curved stroke crossing out the signature, the flourishes have a different slant. 
• Neither the lowercase body nor their end produce a match. 
• Taller and longer "t" than the original. 
 

The audit team was subsequently installed at the head office of the Electoral Tribunal 
of the Department of La Paz to continue analyzing the original paper tally sheets. The agency 
provided envelopes with copies and worksheets for the following Cochabamba Department 
tally sheets, Nos.: 32768, 32769, 32778, 32779, 32513, 32514, 35777, 35778, 32555, 32556, 
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32557, 32804, 32805, 32806, 34124, 35176, 35177, 35178, 35179, 35180, 35181, 35182, 
35183, 35184, 35235, 35236, 32758, 32759, 35163, 35165, and 35166.1 

Using the same method of analysis, it was also noted that the signatures of the polling 
station officials on tally sheet 34124 original do not match the duplicate copies. Although they 
later signed the copy again, the signatures identified as “1,” “2,” and “3” are found to be copies 
of another original signature, different from what is on the tally sheet included in the count as 
official.  

                                                           
1 It should be noted that when accessing the information provided by this agency, it was noted 
that there were no tally sheet copies in the envelopes for tables 35777, 35778, 32555, 32556, 
35176, 35178, 35179, 35180, 35181, 35182, and 35183.  
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Signature 1: 

• The copy can be seen below the line of the signature space. 
• A letter "L” likeness is identified, joining a lowercase body and a triangular letter “A” 

likeness not found in the original. 
• In the second column, a very pale signature is identified in the top of the signature space 

encroaching on the CIERRE writing. 
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Signature 2: 

• In the second column on the copy there is a signature similar to the one described in 
the signature 1 copy, first column. 

Signature 3: 

• A letter “G” bigger than the original can be seen. 
• The body of the lowercase letter starts in the middle bar of the letter “G”. On the 

original it is detached. 
• The through lines encroach on the top baseline of the signature space. They do not 

touch that line in the original. 
 

Signature 4: 

• The signature on the copy is above the SIGNATURE AND FINGERPRINT writing for the 
top box. 

• The top flourish on the original is written with a circular movement from left to right, 
whereas on the copy it is a convex line in relation to the bottom margin. 

• The bottom flourish is very close to the signature, but far away on the copy. 
• In the letter “B” likeness, the main axis is detached and touches the top flourish in the 

copy. In the original it is connected and far from the heading. 
• In the letter "A" likeness, in the original, the stroke forming the bar is supported on both 

sides but only on the right side in the copy. 
 

It should also be noted that electoral tally sheet No. 35163 is missing the signatures of 
the polling station officials on the worksheets, as illustrated below.  
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The team conducted a study of Tally Sheet No. 35180, comparing the signatures of the 
polling station officials present at the beginning and end of balloting with the same persons’ 
signatures on the voters' list. 

It was concluded that the names of the four polling station officials at the table were 
filled in with the same handwriting. It was also noted that the signature appearing in  

 (registered 
as an electoral polling station officer with his name and NID number on the tally sheet) – does 
not match the handwriting used for the signature on the voters’ list of the index card, in the 
corresponding box for  
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It was also observed that the signature inserted in the box for name and surname, NID 
number, photo, and fingerprint on the voters’ list is a signature done with two strokes forming 
an "X."  

The signature on the voters’ list of the index card of table N° 35180, in the box for  
, does not match the signatures appearing on the 

electoral tally sheet and worksheets for table, attributed to   
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For the record, it was not possible to analyze all of the accompanying material for all of 
the questionable tally sheets because the Electoral Tribunal said that the envelopes with 
supporting contents from the departments of Chuquisaca, Santa Cruz, and Potosí had been 
burned. 

  For a more in-depth study, all of overseas election tally sheets were filtered, and those 
showing a particular political party winning 90% or more of the votes were selected. This 
resulted in 115 electoral tally sheets identified in favor of the ruling party at that level, 113 of 
them from Argentina, one from India, and one from Iran.  

On November 6, at the Electoral Tribunal of La Paz, the team analyzed tally sheets from 
the province of Buenos Aires, Argentina, with large numbers of voters for the ruling political 
party, so as to then compare them with index cards, the copies, and the worksheets.  

In the interest of time, the study drew on certain tally sheets: Numbers 1274, 1469, 
1457, 1305, 1398, 1288, 1382, 1493, 1441, 1383, 1314, 1392, 1455, 1381, 1462, 1446, and 1389. 
It was noted that neither the tally sheet copies nor the worksheet copies were available for 
study; they were therefore only made available to compare the polling station officials’ 
signatures on the tally sheet originals with their signatures on the index cards. 

After an in-depth study of tally sheet 1305, it was noted that the signature in  
 for registered 

as an electoral polling station officer with her name and NID number on the tally sheet) does 
not match the handwriting for the signature on the voters list, in the relevant box for  

  

It was further noted that the signature appearing in the box for name and surname, NID 
number, photo, and fingerprint on the voters roll is a longer signature, with legible characters, 
with horizontal base alignment, leaning to the right. In the upper section of the signature there 
is an added final flourish or movement, which has a curved pattern. In contrast, the two 
signatures in the third box on the main tally sheet have different strokes, formed by tangled 
and superimposed movements. These signatures are less extensive and not very legible, with a 
rising base leaning to the left. Their bottom section contained a flourish with a triangular angled 
formation. 

It was also concluded that the two signatures in the first box, for  
, did match the signature of , inserted on 

the voters list from the electoral register for the table, and use a similar handwriting.  
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The conclusion is that the signature on the voters list, for table 1305 in Buenos Aires 
Province – corresponding to  – does not match 
the signatures attributed to  on the original tally sheets. That signature 
was written in the same handwriting that was used to sign as presiding election officer  

 on the tally sheet 1305 original, as illustrated below:  

 

 

Tally sheets 1363, 1391, 1287, 1460, 1292, and 1377, with approximately 100% for the 
MAS, were subsequently requested, but the Electoral Tribunal officer stated that Buenos Aires 
had not yet sent them to the Tribunal. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































